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A former workout location at 320 West
Pumping Station Road, Quakertown,
Pa., had its own transformation and is
now a convenient Lehigh Valley Health
Network (LVHN) health center serving
residents of Richland Township,
Quakertown and the surrounding
areas of Bucks County.
Health Center at Richland Township
will offer several important health care
services under one roof, including:
• Family medicine
• OB-GYN
• Pediatrics
• Imaging services (X-ray, ultrasound)
• Health Network Laboratories
The location also offers Upper
Bucks residents no-appointment

ExpressCARE services. The health
care team at ExpressCARE can
evaluate and treat dozens of minor
illnesses and injuries, including
those needing sutures. It's the ideal
place to go when you need the
help of a health care provider but
not the services of an ER. ExpressCARE is open 365 days a year.
The community is invited to an
open house on Saturday, July 14,
10 a.m.-noon, in advance of the
opening of the Health Center at
Richland Township. Enjoy tours of
the facility, prizes and light refreshments. For more information about
the open house, call 888-402-LVHN
(5846). 4.

Learn more about the Health Center at Richland Township.
~Visit

LVHN.org/richlandtownship.
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Next Level Medtronic Pump
Works Like a Pancreas
For those with diabetes, the pancreas either ceases to work or doesn't work
effectively. That means blood glucose (sugar) levels can peak and fall to
dangerous levels if insulin isn't delivered at proper times throughout the day.
Now a new insulin pump system takes diabetes management to the next level
by acting like a pancreas, helping ensure blood glucose swings don't occur.
Medtronic's MiniMed™ 670G Insulin Pump System mimics the pancreas
by reading glucose levels every five minutes. It then delivers an adjusted
amount of insulin and manages the user's glucose levels, 24 hours a day.
One of the first people in the nation to try this new insulin pump is a patient
at Helwig Health and Diabetes Center at Lehigh Valley Health Network who
describes the technology as "life-changing." 4.

WHAT NEW

High Blood
Pressure
Guidelines
MEAN FOR YOU

New treatment guidelines
from the American
Heart Association lower
the threshold for high
blood pressure. Instead
of 140/90 mmHg, it's now
130/80.
And rew Sumner, MD
"The new guidelines
Cardiology
help better identify
people who are at risk for cardiovascular
disease and who need more aggressive
therapy sooner," says Andrew Sumner,
MD, with LVPG Cardiology. When blood
pressure - the force of blood against
blood vessel walls - is consistently too
high, it can lead to heart disease, stroke
and kidney disease. Whether or not you
have known high blood pressure, the
new guidelines are a good reason for a
checkup if you haven't had one recently.
"To be proactive about your health,
know your numbers," Sumner says. "If
your blood pressure is high in the doctor's office, monitor it at home."
-+ Take blood pressure 2x day (once in
morning; once in evening).
-+ Do this twice a week for a month.
-+ Keep a record and bring it to your
doctor's appointment.
If you're diagnosed with high blood
pressure, follow the lifestyle changes
your doctor suggests, such as
exercising 150 minutes per week,
avoiding salt and limiting alcohol.
Take any prescribed medication, if
necessary, too. "To reduce your risk
for cardiovascular disease, use the
guidelines to get your blood pressure
at goal," Sumner says. Normal blood
pressure is below 120/80 while those
with high blood pressure should be
treated to less than 130/80. 4
- SANDRA GORDON

0

LVHN Brings In-Demand
Services to Lehighton
and Carbon County
Lehigh Valley Health Network
(LVHN) is improving convenient access to LVHN care for
the residents of Lehighton and
Carbon County by bringing a
number of in-demand specialties to the area.
LVHN-Lehighton, located at
363 N. First St., Lehighton, now
offers weekday appointments
with the following specialists:
-+ LVPG Cardiology: Heart
care is provided by board-certified and fellowship-trained cardiologists Cheri Silverstein Fadlon,
MD, and Jeffrey Snyder, MD.
-+ LVPG General Surgery:
Team comprised of Michael
Mahoney, DO, (robotic surgery), Joshua Nochumson, MD,
(colon-rectal/ robotic surgery),
Blake Stewart, DO, (laparoscopic
surgery) and Martin Walko, MD,
(general surgery) provides sur-

gical consultation and care.

-+ LVPG Neurosurgery: Spinal
disorders are the focus of
Luis Cervantes, MD, and Chris
Lycette, MD.
-+ LVPG Orthopedics: Orthopedic care is provided by
board-certified orthopedic
surgeon Robert Boran Jr. , MD.
-+ LVPG Vascular Surgery:
Vascular surgeons James
McCullough, MD, and John
Welkie, MD, provide care for
disorders of the blood vessels
outside the heart.
The LVPG Hematology
Oncology care team of Dan
Popescu, MD, Surendra Shah, MD,
and Elena Brinker, CRNP, will
continue to provide cancer care
services and infusion services
for area residents at this centralized location. 4
- JENN FISHER

Watch featured doctor video:
LVHN.org/Sumner
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Tips to avoid festival-food binges

Martin Walko, MD
Bariatric surgery

Richard Boorse, MD
Bariatric surgery

0

4

Watch featured
doctor videos:
LVHN.orgfWalko
LVHN .org/Boorse
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It is summer, and gardens are abloom
with fresh favorites of the season. It's
also when the area is booming with fairs,
festivals and other events that frequently
exclude the healthy fare you usually eat.
(Unless funnel cake, fried food on a stick
and candied apples are among your
daily food groups!)
Fellowship-trained bariatric surgeon,
Martin Walko, MD, with LVPG SurgeryHealth & Wellness Center in Hazleton,
says we ought to think more broadly
than summer fairs to find the best treats
of summer. "If you don't happen to grow
your own produce, this time of year is
perfect for visiting your local farmers'
market or nearby farmstand and enjoying the best of summer - fresh baby lettuce, juicy tomatoes, crisp cucumbers,
snap peas and more," he says.

Enjoy fruits,

vegetables
au nature]

Having worked with hundreds of weight-loss surgery
patients, Walko hears time and again from them how
good "plain" food is. "As part of our weight-loss surgery
nutrition program, patients begin to enjoy fresh foods that
they previously only ate fried or coated in a dressing. Especially in summer, fresh vegetable and fruit options are
nearly endless and can be enjoyed just lightly cooked,
grilled or raw," Walko says.
If you want to get some exercise while selecting your
food, try a pick-your-own farm. "There is truly nothing like
selecting berries right from the vine or peaches from a
tree," says bariatric surgeon Richard Boorse, MD, with
LVPG General, Bariatric and Trauma Surgery. "Then
enjoy them 'as is' - you don't need pie crust, biscuits or
whipped cream to enhance their flavors."
Other options to obtain your fresh produce include
joining a farm co-op or buying a share (or membership)
in a community-supported agriculture plan to receive a
fresh box of the farmer's crop each week. You also can
get out your shovel and plant some late-season vegetable
plants now to enjoy a crop later in summer and fall.

Benefits
beyond
great taste
Not only are fresh and local
produce choices plentiful right now,
Boerse says that research finds they
are excellent for your health.
+ Strawberries and blueberries are
good for blood pressure.
+ A diet that features five or more
servings of fruit and vegetables
a day helps protect against
developing metabolic syndrome
(precursor to diabetes).
+ Foods rich in lutein and zeaxanthin - including kale, summer
yellow squash and red grapes help protect your eyes.
"You cannot go wrong adding
extra servings of vegetables and
fruit to your meals," he says.
- JENN FISHER
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Telehealth Is 21stCentury Medicine
Telehealth brings together LVHN specialists to diagnose
and treat patients from afar
Last April, Richard Shellenberger of
Bloomsburg wasn't feeling well. A
visit to his primary care physician
and blood work showed elevated
liver enzyme levels, so he visited the
emergency department at Lehigh
Valley Hospital (LVH)-Hazleton. Shellenberger had a high fever but no
other symptoms, so physicians there
tapped into Lehigh Valley Health
Network's (LVHN's) Telehealth
services to consult with the Teleinfectious Diseases (TeleID) program
and LVHN's Director of Infectious
Diseases Luther Rhodes III, MD.
"Some blood tests were suggestive of possible tick-borne illness
but preliminary testing didn't give
an answer as the Lyme test was
negative," Rhodes recalls. "However,
Richard lives in an area where ticks
are plentiful, and it was the right
time for tick-borne infections, so
tests were ordered to test for other
organisms ticks carry."
Shellenberger ended up testing positive for anaplasmosis, a
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bacterium carried and transmitted
by tick bites. It usually shows up in
Minnesota, not Pennsylvania. But
thanks to Rhodes' knowledge of
infectious diseases, he was able
to come to a proper diagnosis and
then prescribe an appropriate treatment without ever leaving his office.
"Richard responded to doxycycline
antibiotic," Rhodes says, and he has
since recovered.

Telehealth
maximizes time,
resources and
convenience
Telehealth offers
many benefits. "It
allows us to collabAnthony Valente, MD orate with network
Emergency and
hospital medicine

experts remotely
using secure
telecommunications technology," says
LVH-Hazleton Chief Medical Officer
Anthony Valente, MD, "and means
we don't have to transport patients
to larger hospitals unless medically

necessary."
It also offers 25 areas of specialty care to people in remote areas,
says certified telehealth coordinator
Sharon Kromer, RN. This includes
TeleStroke with vascular stroke neurologists, TeleHand with orthopedic
hand injury specialists, and TeleBurn8M with surgeons who specialize
in treating burns. Kromer says one
neurologist with TeleNeuro can
consult and care for more patients at
multiple LVHN locations in a single
day because she doesn't have to
physically drive anywhere.
In addition to hospital-initiated telehealth visits, telehealth helps patients
"see" a doctor without leaving home.
This was especially helpful during
this past winter's flu season when
emergency rooms were hard-hit. If you
thought you had the flu, says Kromer,
"you could log on to the MyLVHN app
and schedule a video visit appointment to 'see' a health care provider
anytime, day or night." 4
- LEAH INGRAM

--·
Advanced ICU,
LVHN BabyCam
and TeleParkinson's
are among LVHN's
telehealth programs.

-+Learn more at LVHN.org/telehealth.

).

When Richard McAteer of Easton,
started having unusual abdominal
symptoms in 2014, he immediately
turned to Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN) for answers. "I've gone
there for everything from hernia
surgery to getting stents," he says.
This time proved to be more complicated. Scans revealed enlarged
lymph nodes in his upper abdomen.
A biopsy indicated he had cancer.
However, the type wasn't clear
because no primary tumor site was
located.
"It's rare not to find the primary
cancer site, but special staining
on the cancer cells showed it was
lung cancer," says oncologist Ranju
Gupta, MD, with LVPG Hematology
Oncology-Muhlenberg. "I diagnosed it as stage 4 and started him
on chemotherapy."

--0Learn more about
the Lehigh Valley
Cancer Institute.

~Visit

LVHN.org/cancerinstitute
or call 888-40Z-LVHN.

Extraordinary collaboration
McAteer, then 76 and an active community-development volunteer, chose
to receive treatments close to home
at LVPG Hematology Oncology at the
Health Center at Bangor.
He was encouraged when his
lymph nodes started shrinking, but
after four chemotherapy rounds
he developed side effects. Gupta
opted to "think outside the box" and
teamed up with radiation oncologist
Dennis Sopka, MD, with Allentown
Radiation Oncology Associates.
"Normally, we treat stage 4 lung
cancer with ongoing chemotherapy,
but this was an atypical case," Sopka
says. "We decided to use localized
radiation to the lymph nodes instead."
McAteer received 30 radiation
treatments and now sees Sopka regularly for computed tomography (CT)
scans to check for new cancers.

Powerful bonds of doctorpatient trust
During a checkup in 2016, McAteer
mentioned to Sopka he was being
treated for squamous cell skin cancer on his hand and scalp (unrelated

Dennis Sopka, MD
Radiation oncology

to his lung cancer). "I suggested he
might need radiation on his scalp
after surgery to ensure it doesn't
come back," says Sopka. "He ended
up receiving 20 treatments."
Then in January 2018, Sopka spotted a 6-millimeter nodule in McAteer's
right lung during a routine scan. Fortunately, it turned out to be benign.
"Stage 4 lung cancers aren't
usually cured," Sopka says. "But this
probably is - there's no evidence of
disease."
McAteer is grateful for LVHN's
expert, personalized care. "I keep
going back because I trust my
· doctors - they saved my life," he says.
"The entire staff supports patients
emotionally, from the infusion nurses
at Bangor, to people at the front desk,
to the helpful cart drivers. Everyone
is incredibly attentive. I can't find an
exception to the rule." 4
- SIDNEY STEVENS
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Feeling unwell one evening in June
2017 didn't worry Clark Deardorff
of Harleysville, Pa. "I thought I had a
minor bug," Clark recalls. It didn't seem
like the start of a life-and-death struggle
that would change him and his growing
family forever.
That view shifted the next afternoon.
Sick at home, Clark called his wife,
Celeste. "He thought he needed a hospital," Celeste says. She found him grayish
and delirious, and brought him to a local
emergency room. Even when clinicians
sent him for more advanced care at
Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Cedar
Crest, "I wasn't panicking," Celeste says.
Pregnant with a daughter due at month's
end and caring for their then-8-year-old
son, Ares, she had plenty to think about.
At LVH-Cedar Crest, Celeste
learned Clark had a shoulder infection that doctors needed to surgically
clear. She expected the procedure to
take 30 minutes. Several hours passed.
When a chaplain and two doctors
finally approached her, she knew
something was terribly wrong.

Support for the heart
During surgery, Clark had gone into cardiac arrest twice. Infection had entered
his bloodstream, where bacteria triggered sepsis, a life-threatening condition that can cause organ failure, tissue
death and require limb amputation.
Clark was put on VA ECMO - venous
arterial extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation - at the recommendation
of cardiothoracic surgeon Theodore
Phillips, MD. "This technology drains
blood from the heart, oxygenates it and

James Wu , MD
Cardiology

0

Daniel Lozano, MD
Bum care

Watch featured doctor videos:
LVHN.orgfWu and LVHN .org/Lozano

pumps it back to the arterial system
so it can supply major organs," says
cardiothorac"ic surgeon James Wu,
MD, with LVPG Cardiac and Thoracic
Surgery. Mechanically supporting
Clark's heart was critical to recovery.
"His heart function was so poor that if
we had waited any longer, he would
have died from heart failure before he
died of sepsis," Wu says.
It was June 17, Father's Day.

In the balance
Hour by hour, sepsis continued to
damage Clark's body. Celeste and
family members weighed grueling
decisions about how - or whether Clark would live if he lost limbs. "We
had to move quickly," open-heart unit
nurse Lisa Forstburg, RN, says. "The
conversation was, 'It's not really a
choice if he's to survive.' From day
one, Celeste was adamant that Clark
could deal with whatever we needed
to do to save his life."
Meanwhile, Clark and Celeste's
baby was nearing her due date. "I
knew I was going to have to deliver
the baby without Clark," Celeste says.
With help from Forstburg, she toured
the facilities and rescheduled C-section delivery to LVH-Cedar Crest. "To
say the nursing staff helped us a lot
is an understatement. They catered
to our needs, and Lisa played a huge
part," Celeste says.
On June 28, Ava Jordan was born.
The same week, Clark's legs were
amputated.

Limbs for a life
Clark's heart stabilized on ECMO
so he was moved to Lehigh Valley
Health Network's (LVHN) Regional
Burn Center for complex wound care.
But infection still attacked his arms,
requiring a second round of agonizing
decisions. "Following leg amputation,
we needed to amputate Clark's arms
to save his life," says Burn Center Medical Director Daniel Lozano, MD.

"I tried to envision him with Ava and
Ares years from now and us retired,
enjoying life," Celeste says. "I believe
in the power of positive thinking. And
Clark is a fighter."
Lozano also proceeded with hope.
"We worked hard to salvage at least
one upper extremity below the elbow,"
he says. "That would give him a more
functional prosthetic later."
Living in LVHN's Hackerman-Patz
House, Celeste felt heartbroken
watching Ares cope. She explained that
to save daddy, they needed to take his
arms and legs, but he would get robotic
ones. "Like Iron Man?" Ares asked. "Yes,
just like Iron Man," she replied. "Well,"
Ares said, "he will be Iron Daddy."

Remarkable survivor
Despite additional complications
and multiple reconstructive surgeries, Clark pulled through. "The most
remarkable part is that he emerged the
funny, positive person he was before,"
Forstburg says.
In September, Clark entered rehabilitation and a new life with prosthetic
limbs. "I'm perfectly fine with the
decisions that were made," he says.
"I want to be here to see my children
grow up." With perseverance, patience
and support from family, neighbors
and community, Clark is reclaiming his
life - coaching Ares in basketball and
baseball, going to movies and restaurants, helping in the community and
spending time with baby Ava.
"I don't really care that he's like this,"
Ares says, "as long as he's alive." 4
- RICHARD LALIBERTE
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Watch featured
doctor video:
LVHN .org/Georges

Clifford Georges, MD
Urology

Steven Perch, MD
Radiation oncology

Did you know:
It's recommended
men over 50 have a
prostate exam?
At first the rising numbers in Arthur
Bransky's prostate specific antigen
(PSA) tests didn't alarm him. He
happily went about a post-retirement
career as a folk entertainer, writing
and performing songs about coal
miners, hobos, traveling medicine
men, canal boats and the Civil War.
With a full beard, the 76-year-old
Breinigsville man played Santa at
malls and corporate events. For three
years, he performed at the Kutztown
Folk Festival attired in a red suit and
shorts. "Nobody ignores you dressed
as Santa in the summer," he says.

Wake-up call
But Bransky's PSA results nagged him.
Readings above 4 can indicate cancer
- or benign conditions like prostate
enlargement. In 2014, Bransky's PSA
registered 7. In 2016, 9. He declined a
biopsy. "Some guys just don't want that
test," Bransky says.
Then came 2017, when Bransky's

PSA shot to 26 - "a very fast change,"
says Clifford Georges, MD, urologist
with LVPG Urology. "It concerned my
physician assistant enough to schedule
a biopsy." Bransky made the best of it.
"He's the only person I've ever heard
sing during a prostate biopsy," Georges
says.
The samples contained cancer cells.
Graded on a Gleason score in which the
highest number indicating abnormalities is 10, "he had a 9," Georges says. "It
was a very aggressive cancer."

'Ray of sunshine'
Fortunately, cancer hadn't spread
beyond the prostate gland. Bransky
underwent 44 days of treatment with
painless, high-energy X-ray beams
precisely targeted using tiny tattoo-like
dots in the skin and markers placed in
the prostate.
"It becomes a daily routine, and you
bond with staff," says Steven Perch, MD,
radiation oncologist with Lehigh Valley

-+Visit LVHN.org/Cancerlnstitute to
learn more about services and meet
our team of specialists who care for
patients across the health network.

Hospital (LVH)-Cedar Crest and
LVH-Muhlenberg. "Arthur was a ray
of sunshine, coping with cancer in an
extremely positive way and raising
everyone's spirits."
In the waiting room, Bransky told stories and sang for other patients. While
lying on the treatment table gazing at an
overhead picture of a beautiful garden,
Bransky wrote a song: "It's Always Summer in Therapy." "They loved that at the
hospital," he says.
Treatment was over by spring and
Bransky hopes he's cured. "I learned
a lesson," he says: "Fellas, get things
done early, because it can be fixed. The
longer you wait, the tougher it will be a word of advice from someone who's
been down in the dungeon with it." 4
- RICHARD LALIBERTE
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Slowing the Clock:
Stroke Treatment·
Window Expanded
Comprehensive stroke centers like LVH-Cedar Crest improve outcomes

Fast treatment is
essential for people
who experience
a stroke. And
now, the "golden
window" for stroke
treatments has
Darryn Shaff, MD .
been extended
Neurointerventional
radiology
from six to 24 hours
in some patients,
a boon for stroke patients, say stroke
experts at Lehigh Valley Hospital
(LVH)- Cedar Crest.
The increased time to remove
blood clots that cause strokes is
important because witnesses may not
discover a patient's symptoms, such
as slurred speech, facial drooping
and arm weakness, until after the
traditional time frame for treatment
has passed. Additionally, they may not
go immediately to a hospital like LVHCedar Crest that offers the indicated
treatment for large-vessel brain artery
blockages.

New treatment guidelines
The American Heart Association and
American Stroke Association issued
new treatment guidelines after studies
showed that brain imaging allows
doctors to determine which patients
would benefit from opening large-vessel occlusions after the established

six-hour window expired.
As a nationally recognized, high-volume comprehensive stroke center,
LVH-Cedar Crest has both the technology and the expert health care team
to provide this emergency treatment,
known as a mechanical thrombectomy,
or blood clot removal.
"This is a massive change that
means we can now treat far more
patients with a potentially lifesaving
procedure," says Darryn Shaff, MD,
Chief of Neurointerventional Radiology at Lehigh Valley Health Network
(LVHN). "With stroke, earlier is
always better so it' s critical that hospitals send patients with large-vessel
occlusions to centers that can perform the thrombectomy procedure."

Specialized stroke treatment
The stroke team at LVH-Cedar Crest
treats a high number of stroke patients each year. Published research
indicates that high-volume centers
obtain better outcomes. A recent
study released at the International Stroke Conference found that
patients with large-vessel stroke syndromes who were taken directly to
a comprehensive stroke center had
significantly better outcomes than
similar patients taken to the nearest
hospital or primary stroke center.

••
••
•••

••

••
••

•
•
••
•• ••

-

New clinical trials increase
the window of time to treat
select patients from six
hours up to 24 hours.

Learn more about stroke
+Visit LVHN.org/stroke.

In this study, patients also received care faster at the comprehensive stroke center, even when getting
there required additional drive time.
Ultimately, it is critical to take the
right patient, to the right hospital, at
the right time. 4
- JANET MCINTYRE
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Anthony Carrato, MD
Robotic surgery

Jayme Lieberman, MD
General and trauma
surgery

When Paul Marcus noticed an uncomfortable protruding bump in
his left groin area during summer
2017, he knew right away it was an
inguinal hernia.
"I had one in 1972 when I came out
of the Army. It was located on the
other side and repaired with surgery,"
says the 68-year-old Hazleton man. An
inguinal hernia occurs when tissue,
such as a portion of the intestines,
pops through a weak spot in the
abdominal wall. It's most common in
men and is often caused by strenuous
activity or lifting.
"I like to be physically active
restoring classic cars and cutting
down trees, so that might have caused
it," Marcus says. "When the bulge be-

Carrato presented Marcus with
two surgical options. He could choose
open-incision surgery, the type that repaired his first hernia 46 years earlier.
Or he could have it done robotically at
Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Hazleton,
which was about to offer the high-tech,
minimally invasive approach to treat
hernias and other conditions.
Marcus chose robotic surgery to
avoid a large incision and the lengthy
recovery he'd experienced with his
first hernia repair.

Custom care, special service
On Jan. 3, 2018, Marcus became the
first patient to have a robotic procedure at LVH-Hazleton. After Marcus
received anesthesia, Carrato cut

r

Facts
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Region's largest robotics and
minimally invasive surgical
oncology program
~ Available at all LVHN hospitals
~ Proven experience: More than
11,000 cases completed

_J

recovery time and less discomfort
postoperatively."
Jayme Lieberman, MD, Director of
Surgery at LVH- Hazleton, says robotic
technology provides additional benefits
for patients. "Patients usually return
home the same day and get back to
their normal activities more quickly
with robotic surgery. We're excited to
bring this technology to patients in the
Hazleton area, and now offer it at all our
campuses in the region."
Marcus was not only impressed with
how smoothly surgery went, he was
also moved by how caring and thoughtful the nursing staff was. "I jokingly told
them I'd need a cup of coffee when I
came out of surgery," Marcus says. "I
went in, and the next thing I knew I was
walking out of the operating room, and
they handed me coffee. It was the best
cup of coffee I ever had. I think it's beyond the norm to be that considerate."

'Amazing' recovery
came more noticeable, I found myself
being careful to not aggravate it and
finally decided to get it checked out."

Weighing surgical options
Marcus met with Lehigh Valley Health
Network (LVHN)-aligned surgeon
Anthony Carrato, MD, of Carrato
Surgical Associates in Hazleton, who
recommended surgery.
"His hernia was getting larger,
and he was having some discomfort,"
Carrato says. "Surgery is usually required in these cases to alleviate pain
and prevent it from getting worse or
causing life-threatening complications."

three tiny half-inch holes in his upper
abdomen to insert small surgical
instruments and a camera. He then
employed the robot's high-resolution
3D imaging system and precise robotic
arms to push the hernia's protruding
tissue back inside Marcus' abdomen.
Next, he laid a piece of synthetic mesh
over the hole to reinforce the weak
area in the abdominal wall. Finally, he
covered the mesh with a flap of abdominal lining and sutured it shut.
"The long-term results of robotic
hernia surgery appear to be as good
as traditional open surgery," Carrato
says. "Plus, there's less pain, quicker

At home later that day, Marcus took it
easy, but he was surprised by how painfree and energetic he felt. That night he
experienced some discomfort, but only
needed a Tylenol. By the next day he was
back in his workshop doing some light
car restoration work. "I wasn't lifting
anything heavy, but I never skipped a
beat," he says. "It's pretty amazing."
Since surgery, Marcus' hernia has
healed, and he's now back to all his
favorite activities.
"If I had to do it again, I'd definitely go
with robotic surgery," he says. "I think it
was a lot simpler. I was in and out like
going to the dentist, and I was on my
feet and able to do stuff a lot faster." 4
- SIDNEY STEVENS
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Delivery Locations
at Lehigh Valley
Health Network

-+ LVH- Cedar Crest I Allentown , Pa.
-+ LVH-Hazleton I Hazleton, Pa.
-+ LVH-Muhlenberg I Bethlehem , Pa.
-+ LVH-Pocono I East Stroudsburg, Pa.
-+ LVH- Schuylkill I Pottsville, Pa.

made it easy for Berardinucci to
schedule appointments, ask questions
and check on test results. Now that
Gia sees doctors at LVPG Pediatrics in
Laurys Station, having proxy access to
the baby's account helps mom stay up
to date on upcoming well checks.

'
What to Expect
When You're Delivering
First-time parents knew what to expect,
even if delivery was a little delayed

When Erika Berardinucci speaks about
her pregnancy and birth experience at
Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Muhlenberg Family Birth and Newborn Pavilion,
she keeps switching the word "hotel"
for "hospital."
"It didn't feel like a hospital," says
first-time mother Berardinucci, 29. "It felt
like you were at a nice luxury hotel, with
the twist that it has birthing rooms."
Throughout her pregnancy,
Berardinucci and her husband, Kyle, 30,
say they were provided with incredible
care before, during and after the
birth of daughter Gia who arrived on
Sept. 6, 2017.
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Preparing for baby
It all began with prenatal care at LVPG

Obstetrics and Gynecology-Valley
Center Parkway. "Even if I saw a different
provider during each prenatal appointment," Berardinucci says, "they were
very much aware of my health summary
from the previous appointments. We just
picked up from where we left off. My
husband and I never left an appointment
not knowing what was happening."
Also, they were impressed with the
classes they could take to prepare for
pregnancy and parenthood, including
birthing, baby care and breastfeeding.
MyLVHN, the patient portal, also

They came to us and gave
us options. We always felt
prepared, knowing what
would take place. And now
we're a happy family of three! ' '
Due date ... and beyond
Gia's due date was Aug. 27. Aug. 28 was
the 40-week checkup. "I was not dilating,"
Berardinucci says. By early September,
Gia was still cozy in the womb, so it was
time to induce labor on Sept. 5.
"They evaluated me regularly. I always
felt like I knew what was happening,''
she says. "When a doctor or nurse was
there, they were educating us. I didn't
feel scared, and always knew what was
happening."
An epidural helped her sleep through
the night, and then at around 10 a.m. on
Sept. 6, Berardinucci was 10 centimeters
dilated. By 11:32 a.m., Gia was born.
"My daughter just needed that little
extra push to get her delivery started,"
says Berardinucci. "They came to us and
gave us options. We always felt prepared,
knowing what would take place. And now
we're a happy family of three!" 4
- LEAH INGRAM

Age 6-11 months
Gross Motor
-+ Rolls from back
to tummy
-+ Crawls
Fine Motor
-+ Switches toy from one hand to another
-+ Speech
-+ Babbling

Age 12-15 months
Gross Motor
-+ Stands and walks
Fine Motor
-+ Drinks from a cup
-+ Turns pages in a book
-+ Speech
-+ Says two to three words,
even unintelligible, at a time
-+ Follows direction

Age 18-23 months
Gross Motor
-+ Walks up/down stairs
Fine Motor
-+ Stacks three to four blocks
-+ Speech
-+ Understands simple verbs
-+ Combines words in short sentences

Pediatric Physiatry
You may never have heard of physiatrist before, otherwise
known as a physical medicine and rehabilitation physician,
but they can be enormously helpful in managing patients
who need rehabilitation . Physiatrist Liza Green, MD, LVPG
Physiatry-Schuylkill, is technically a pediatric physical
medicine rehabilitation physician. "Physiatrists differ from
other specialists because we focus on the function of the child
Liza Green, MD
and the family," Green explains, "taking into consideration
Physiatry
impairments, other health concerns and individual goals."
Green works together with a team of pediatric rehabilitation therapists,
orthotists and other physicians as needed to help each child and family be
the best they can be. 4

Age 24 months
Gross Motor
-+ Kicks a ball
Fine Motor
-+ Draws circles and lines
-+ Speech
-+ Has vocabulary of about 40 words

----·

Make an appointment
with a pediatric specialist.
-+Visit LVHN.org or call 888-402-LVHN.
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Thanks to quick-thinking good Samaritans,
a portable defibrillator and the use of CPR, Shawn White lives

In February, when Shawn White of
Bernville attended his daughter's
basketball tournament at Brandywine Middle School, he knew
the day would be exciting. He just
didn't realize how exciting.
"I just wasn't feeling well," the
44-year-old recalls. "I got hot and
flustered, and my chest felt tight.
The last couple of minutes of the
game, I was feeling uncomfortable.
After the game was over, I felt it go
up into my neck and throat. I knew
something was really wrong."
As he stepped out of the gym
and into the hallway, he motioned
for his wife to call 911. Then he fell
to the floor. White was experiencing
sudden cardiac arrest.
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'Someone's down!'
Meanwhile, Kerry Snyder, a middle school teacher and basketball
coach of the team that had just
played White's daughter's team
also was coming into the hall. "It
was very crowded. One game was
just starting, one just ended when
I heard someone yell, 'Someone's
down, someone's having a heart
attack!"' Snyder says. "I turned to my
other coach and said, 'It's a school;
they have to have an AED,' and he
went to grab the AED (automated
external defibrillator). I went to see
how I could help."
He found White on the floor,
right in front of the gym doors. Two
people were with him, each trying to
find a pulse. Snyder, who as a teacher and coach is required to take annual cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) training, jumped into action.
"I thought of chest compressions.
Immediately, all the training was
there. I did hands-only CPR. I was
singing 'Stayin' Alive' - even the
ah-ah parts - the whole time,''
he says. "I did that until the AED
showed up."
Another dad, Shawn Habakus,
DMD, began following the voice
commands issued by the AED. He
attached the sticky pads to White's
chest. "The AED said, 'Shock indicated. Stand back,'" Habakus recalls.

It shocked White, then the AED
said "Continue compressions."
Snyder continued pressing. "I did
30 chest compressions, and he let
out two breaths. I continued another
round of compressions, and at the
end of that, the AED read his heart
rhythm, and said, 'No shock needed.'
I looked at his wife and daughters
standing just a few feet away and
said, 'We have a pulse."' As paramedics from Topton ambulance
prepared to transport him to Lehigh
Valley Hospital (LVH)- Cedar Crest,
White was already able to speak.
"The combination of chest-only
compressions and the AED saved
his life," says cardiologist Jeffrey
Gordon, MD, with LVPG Cardiology.

The electrical side of sudden
cardiac arrest
A sudden cardiac arrest is different
from a heart attack. A heart attack
is caused by a blockage. Sudden
cardiac arrests are typically caused
by an electrical problem within
the heart, which was the case with
White. During sudden cardiac
arrest, his heart was quivering, not
beating. "It was not doing its job to
pump blood,'' Gordon says.
With hands-only CPR, Snyder
was able to help circulate White's
blood, says cardiologist ]. Patrick
Kleaveland, MD, with LVPG Cardiol-

Jeffrey Gordon, MD
Cardiology

0

J. Patrick Kleaveland, MD
Cardiology

Watch featured doctor videos:
LVHN.org/Gordon
LVHN.org/Kleaveland

ogy. Even though Snyder didn't do
any mouth-to-mouth resuscitation,
"With pumping on the chest, you
get some air movement like breathing," Kleaveland says.
An AED not only restarts the
heart but gets the heart to beat
rhythmically again. "The AED does
a hard reset for the heart," Gordon says. "It interrupted Shawn's
arrhythmia and allowed his normal
electrical system to fire up and
start again."
These days, White's heart is
functioning just fine. While at LVH-

Cedar Crest, he had three stents
placed in his arteries. In addition,
they inserted an implantable
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD),
which is attached to his heart.
Should White ever experience
an arrhythmia again, the ICD will do
just what that AED did. "A defibrillator doesn't prevent an arrhythmia,"
says Gordon, "but if he has another
life-threatening arrhythmia, the
device will detect it and then shock
his heart out of it, potentially saving
his life." 4
- LEAH INGRAM
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There's a Difference

Heart Attack Vs. Cardiac Arrest
Though often used interchangeably, heart attack and cardiac arrest
actually describe two different heart emergencies.
Here's what you should know to help yourself or someone you love.

HEART ATTACK: CIRCULATORY BLOCKAGE

I

CARDIAC ARREST: ELECTRICAL INTERRUPTION

What happens when an
artery is blocked?

Why does a heart
stop beating?

A: Anytime blood flow to the heart is blocked,
the heart is deprived of oxygen. Lack of oxygen
results in damage to the heart muscle.

A: The heart will stop beating when the
electrical system of the heart suddenly stops or
the body's circulatory system fails.

DURING A HEART ATTACK OR CARDIAC ARREST EACH MINUTE IS IMPORTANT.

What to do during a
Heart Attack
+ Call 911
+ Take or give the person aspirin
(unless he or she has an allergy or a
doctor directs you not to give).

FIRST

CALL

911

What to do during a
Cardiac Arrest
+ Call 911
+ Start hands-only CPR
+ Use an automated external
defibrillator (AED), if you have access
to one. Follow directions on AED.

Note: AEDs usually can be found in schools, offices, public/retail facilities and emergency services buildings.

A Community of Caring
Hazleton-area's Charmaine Welsh experiences the care
and commitment of the LVHN Cancer Centers

"I didn't have to give up my life when
I was diagnosed with breast cancer."
That statement summed up Charmaine Welsh's experience when
she chose to stay close to home and
entrust her cancer care to hematologist oncologist Michael Evans, MD,
and Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute
in Hazleton.
Welsh was diagnosed with
breast cancer in August 2015. She
has since undergone a mastectomy,
chemotherapy and breast reconstruction surgery, without ever
reconsidering her decision to be
treated in Hazleton.

Cancer care close to home
"People often tell me that I made battling cancer look like a walk in the
park. But when you hear 'cancer,' the
last thing you want to think about is
traveling far from home," Welsh says.
Having LVHN Cancer CenterHazleton, part of Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute, right here in Hazleton
meant the world to the active mother
and grandmother. "I was able to get
leading-edge cancer treatment, and
I didn't have to travel for hours each
way to get it."

Collaborative care
between communities

Michael Evans, MD
Hematology oncology

0

Watch featured
doctor video:
LVHN.org/Evans

"Dr. Evans discussed
my case with oncologists at Lehigh Valley
Hospital (LVH)-Cedar

Crest and has access to a medical
world beyond Hazleton," Welsh says.
"This cancer center is part of something bigger."
The health network, and Lehigh
Valley Cancer Institute in particular,
continue to offer patients like Welsh
resources right in her own backyard.
As a part of the Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Alliance, and with
3D mammography now available
at the Health & Wellness Center at
Hazleton, oncologists from Hazleton
can access the newest technology
and resources.
"I will never forget the compassionate care I received from
Dr. Michael Evans and the entire
cancer center staff," Welsh says.
"Most of all, I am so grateful this
high level of care is right in my
backyard. They had me covered." 4
- LEAH INGRAM

Silencing Melanoma
Leading-edge treatment at Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute
gives Lisa Pittenger a new le·a se on life

Last summer, Lisa Pittenger of Nazareth
was wheelchair bound and short of
breath. "I didn't think I would see my
kids graduate from high school," says
the 44-year-old wife and mother of two
teenage boys.
Years before at age 28, Pittenger
was diagnosed with stage 3 melanoma.
Now it was back with a vengeance.
Metastatic melanoma tumors were
growing throughout her body, even on
her heart. Her oncologist at another
hospital told her nothing else could
be done. "I was so
upset. It was like,
'See ya, bye!"'
Pittenger says.
But she and her
husband, Frank,
didn't give up.
Instead, they made
Suresh Nair, MD
Oncology
an appointment with

0

20

medical oncologist Suresh Nair, MD,
Physician-in-Chief with Lehigh Valley
Cancer Institute, in August 2017.

Accurate results change her path
"Lisa was in really rough shape," Nair
says. As part of Lehigh Valley Cancer
Institute's affiliation with the Memorial
Sloan Kettering (MSK) Cancer Alliance,
Nair started Pittenger on chemotherapy
to control the tumor around her heart and
also enrolled her in an MSK clinical trial
that profiled the DNA of her tumors.
DNA tumor testing had been performed twice at her former caregiver's
hospital. Twice it came back negative.
But this time, the testing came back
BRAF positive, a genetic mutation that
signals normal cells to become cancerous. "MSK's standards of care are very
exacting," Nair says. "Their testing is
very precise."

Watch featured doctor video: LVHN.org/Nair
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--·
Learn more about
Lehigh Valley Cancer
Institute

-+Visit LVHN.org/Cancerlnstitute.

Shutting down BRAF and its
henchman, MEK
In October, Nair prescribed two pills,
a BRAF inhibitor and an MEK inhibitor,
which Pittenger calls "blockers." The
combination cuts off a tumor's blood
supply. "They can work extremely fast,"
Nair says. Two months later, her positron emission tomography (PET) scan
showed complete response to therapy.
"Dr. Nair showed me before and after
pictures. Everything was gone,"
Pittenger says. "It was unbelievable.
The best Christmas present ever."
Now Pittenger keeps up with her sons,
Devyn and Dean, who are 16 and 13. "I
play basketball with them. I can run," she
says. "I have faith in Dr. Nair. He says,
'You have an aggressive cancer, and now
it's quiet. We can control it.' It feels so
good to look ahead at life.'' 4
- SANDRA GORDON

Savvy
Caregiver
Course
Preparing families for the
unique and complex life
of caring for a loved one

Confusion. Moodiness. Memory problems. Those were the day-to-day worries
Angel Avery-Wright had to manage as
her father's caregiver. But after completing the "Savvy Caregiver Program,"
sponsored by the Fleming Memory
Center at Lehigh Valley Health Network,
Avery-Wright feels more in control.
"I learned lots of new, useful information during the classes, and that my
emotions relating to Dad's dementia are
normal," Avery-Wright says.
Savvy Caregiver educates family
and professional caregivers in basic
knowledge, skills and attitudes needed
to handle the challenges of caring
effectively for a family member with
Alzheimer's disease or other forms of
deme ntia including vascular dementia,
the diagnosis of Avery-Wright's father.
This 12-hour course is delivered in twohour sessions over a six-week period by
elder life educator Wendy Scott.

Declining into world of dementia
The 49-year-old Bethlehem resident has
been taking care of her 75-year-old father, a retired letter carrier, whose dementia emerged about two years ago.
Five years before, Avery-Wright's father
suffered a hemorrhagic stroke. She has
seen a decline in her dad's behavior,
from repeating stories to needing help
taking his meds, showering and getting
dressed. A prostate cancer diagnosis
further complicates things.
"Every other week there's another
issue," says Avery-Wright. "People don't
understand this disease unless they've
been through it."

Family caregiving and support
Though Avery-Wright's mother tries
to take care of her husband, failing
vision, coupled with the need for a hip
replacement and other infirmities
limit her ability. She has accompa-

nied Avery-Wright to support groups
that formed from the program. They
provide a safe place to talk, she says .
Avery-Wright's goal is for her parents
to move in with her.
"I've become more accepting of
Dad's behaviors since attending the
Savvy Caregiver, and learned it's OK
to get frustrated," Wright says. "I don't
know what I would do without the program or Wendy." 4
- ROBERT STEVENS

--·
Learn more about
the Savvy Caregiver
Program

-+ Call the Fleming Memory Center
at 610-969-2278.
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Start on the right foot
About four to six weeks before the season starts is
the perfect time to have a preparticipation physical
examination (PPPE). "A PPPE can help detect any
condition that may limit participation or predispose an
athlete to injury. It also allows time for further evaluation
and treatment," says primary care sports medicine
physician Richard Canlas, MD, with LVPG Orthopedics
and Sports Medicine-Health & ·W ellness Center in
Richard Canlas, MD
Sports medicine
Hazleton.
Kids and adolescents are at risk for growth-plate fractures . These are
areas of growing cartilage at the ends of long bones. For girls, growth
plates usually close around ages 13 to 15, while boys' growth plates close
later, about ages 15 to 17.
Treatment involves resting and not bearing weight on the affected
limb or limbs. "Often this means wearing a cast, splint or brace to prevent
movement," Canlas says. "Most growth plate injuries are successfully
treated without long-term complications."

Encourage healthy habits
Licensed certified athletic trainer Jamie Scalise, with
LVHN Athletic Training Services, shares insights about
training, eating and hydrating in the summer.
Jamie Scalise
Sports medicine

Eat right.

Hydrate.

Skip sugary snacks, eat
complete meals.
-. Low-starch vegetables: lettuce,
broccoli, cucumbers
.. Healthy starches: potatoes, rice
.. Proteins: lean meats,
poultry, fish
.. Fruit: whole fruit instead
of juice

Frequent fluid breaks prevent
dehydration and heat-related
illnesses.
.. 16 ounces of water or sports
drink with electrolytes every
20-30 minutes during activity
.. 20-24 ounces afterward for
every pound lost during
exercise 4

Beat the heat .
Train earlier or later in the
day when temperatures and
humidity are lower.

SIDNEY STEVENS
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CANCER

INSTITUTE

GENE'S CANCER ADVANCED QUICKLY.

OUR CLINICAL TRIAL
WAS QUICKER.
Here's what cancer care that's amazing every day is all about. At 80,
Gene M. had a lot to live for. A wife. 5 daughters. 6 grandchildren. Time
to spend in his woodworking shop. Then a kidney cancer diagnosis
changed everything. Gene's first stop was the Lehigh Valley Cancer Institute.
A clinical trial through our alliance with Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center helped doctors guide his treatment, which combined radiation
therapy and immunotherapy. He's now been cancer free for more than a
year. That kind of success is one reason why we treat more new patients
annually than any other hospital in the region . We provide a unique
combination of leading-edge technology, top specialists and access to
hundreds of clinical trials. Our relationships with world-class research
facilities provide promising new therapies today when you need them most.
It means we save more lives with care that's amazing every day.
Just ask Gene, who's spending more time with his close-knit family.
To learn more about Gene's amazing journey, visit LVHN .org/Cancerlnstitute.

Amazing. Everyday.

Lehigh Valley
Cancer Institute
LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK

Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Alliance
MEMBER

